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SELECT COMMITTEE INTO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
Att 10.3.4(a) - WALGA Draft Submission.pdf Attachments: 

Please see the Shire of Chapman Valley's Submission and a copy of the Draft WALGA Submission referred to into the 
Select Committee Inquiry into Local Government: 

Council congratulate the Western Australian Local Government Association on their excellent Draft Submission in 
response to the Legislative Council Select Committee's into Local Government Discussion Paper and provide the 
following additional comments for consideration: 

a) Size & Scale Compliance Regime (Page 11) - This could probably go further by stressing the irrelevance of 
most Standards forced upon local government by the Australian Accounting Board {AAB) to the smaller 
local government authorities. The one size fits all taken by the AAB when imposing Standards across the 
nation is frustrating and resource consuming with little or no benefit on most occasions. 

The Minister needs to have the discretion to endorse or ignore AAB Standards based on the local benefit to 
the local government and community. 

b) Rates, Fees & Charges (Pages 12 to 14) - The current legislative process for the imposition of differential 
rate is poorly timed and steeped in bureaucratic red tape. This process should be revised to remove the 
legislative burden, specifically the need to seek Ministerial approval in some instances. Ministerial input 
should only be required if the community feedback ( after advertising) requests this action. 

c) Emergency Management (Pages 22 to 23) - All areas of emergency management should be the 
responsibility of one head of power under legislation (i.e. DFES). Local government responsibility for the 
Bushfire Act, 1954, should be reallocated to DFES, which would result in all facets of emergency 
management being part of DFES. Individual Local Governments could then choose to take on the role of an 
agent to DFES if they wish and continue the local government - volunteer structure currently in place. 

d) Grants (Page 45) - The terminology needs to be changed from "Financial Assistance Grants" to 
"Commonwealth Revenue Allocations" to remove the perception local governments are grant reliant and 
stress the fact this is an as-of-right revenue stream for local governments to provide services. The revenue 
allocated to all other State & Commonwealth departments/organisations is based on the revenue needed 
for them to provide the government services relevant to their department/organisation. Why should local 
government be any different to Police, Education, Health, etc.? 

It would be appreciated if you would acknowledge receipt of this submission by replying to this email. 

Regards 

Maurice Battilana I CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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Disclaimer by the Shire of Chapman Valley: -
This email is private and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please advise us by return email immediately, and delete the 
email and any attachments without using or disclosing the contents in any way. The views expressed in this email are those of the 
author, and do not represent those of the Shire of Chapman Valley unless this is clearly indicated. 

~ please consider the environment before printing this email. 
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